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How does it work?
Have you ever travelled to a new place and instantly felt at home there? As if
it’s what you’ve been missing all along, without knowing it! Perhaps this
newfound feeling makes your confidence shine, as if the sun beams straight
down on you. Maybe you feel at peace in a way you can’t ever recall feeling
before. In any case, it makes you feel like a certain part of your SELF and
personality is brought to the surface after being hidden away, or
undiscovered...until now!

You have a special energetic chemistry with specific places around the globe.
Each of these places unlocks di�erent parts of your personality, while also
magnetising particular types of experiences to you. This unique chemistry is
called Travel Energetics and it allows you to harness your absolute best self by
making empowering choices for where you travel or relocate!

We utilise your birth time, date and place in our software to uncover and
assess the planetary lines that harbour powerful energies for you around the
world. These hotspots are unique to you and no one else, as each one of us has
lines criss-crossing and running along di�erent axes! We also pinpoint your
challenging energetic places around the world, so you know where to avoid,
and perhaps why you’ve never felt at home in your own hometown! Each
planetary line has a range of 300 miles (483 km) on either side, and the closer
you are to the line, the more significantly you'll feel its unique energetic
e�ects.

We are so passionate about finding your best places, so you can find your best
SELF. Your Travel Energetics Report is really an investment in your future as
your unique planetary line placements remain the same throughout your
whole life, so you can use your report to guide your travel and relocations
plans for the rest of your life.

For your mini report, you’ve requested to find places for “general
happiness,” which in Travel Energetics would be found along Sun, Jupiter
and Venus lines. However, in assessing your natal chart (which is separate to
the Travel Energetics chart) I can see your natal Sun and Jupiter are both
very positive, but your natal Venus has some conflict.

It’s important to look at the natal chart alongside the travel chart as we can
carry positive or negative natal aspects (traits ingrained in us no matter
where in the world we are) into our planetary Travel Energetics lines. So, to
provide you with the places you are most likely to have the best experiences,
your report focuses on only your Sun and Jupiter lines. For your
information, I have included information on all other planets.
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Sun Line: Your Personal Mastery

● Confidence
● Charisma
● Self-esteem
● Feeling “yourself”

During a stay on your Sun line, you can expect
lots of fun and an increase in appetites. Your
self confidence and charisma shines and any
budget might go right out the window!
Indulging in the finest clothes, people and
surroundings is important here. You might be
seen as more powerful and important, and
you'll feel like a star. People tend to act
generously towards you, and it's also a great
place to succeed in business as others perceive
you as a guru or authority. This is the place to
go to in order to feel in your element, as
though the sun is shining right on you. Be
careful though, as areas along your Sun line
can also make people feel more overbearing
than usual since it also enhances masculine
ego tendencies. Longer stays on your Sun line
allow you to self-actualise and "find yourself."
At your Sun line, your relationships tend to
cultivate your self-discovery and maturation.
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Jupiter Line: Your Luck Line

● Joyful
● Fortunate
● Expansive
● Attracting Opportunities

Whoever you are, along this line you attract an
abundance of opportunities, prosperity, and
social status without expending too much e�ort.
Business deals that rely on speculation do well
and people in executive positions thrive on the
Jupiter line. You could feel more boastful and
authoritative bordering on self-important or
even arrogant which is something to keep in
check! You also feel much more extroverted,
optimistic and relaxed here, as if things are
simply happening for you. It's a great place
for health and wellbeing. Jupiter places are all
about joyfulness and feeling less stress, even if
your career is typically high-pressured! Along
this line, you attract a wealthier and elite class of
people. Personally, I feel Jupiter places embody a
similar positive energy to the Sun line, albeit
with more focus on luck and advancement rather
than on developing your personal identity. This is
absolutely one of the best Travel Energetics lines,
and the most advantageous for those seeking
material fortune.
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Lucky you! Your Jupiter and Sun lines run parallel
to each other throughout your entire Travel
Energetics maps. This is incredibly fortuitous!
I’ve included these maps in the following pages!
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Augsburg

Frankfurt

Birthplace: Frankfurt
Nearest to Saturn and Mars lines, 

also close to Pluto line



Venus Line: Pleasure Gardens
● Beauty
● Sensuality
● Ease and flow
● Attracting romance

Next to the Sun and Jupiter lines, this is my
favourite Travel Energetics line! This is the
place where you can find love and romance -
even rekindling it with a current partner - and
immerse in a feeling of complete pleasure and
sensuality. The Venus line is the best spot for a
honeymoon, and if you're single, a fantastic
place to manifest a partner. Women living or
staying on here will feel especially magnetic!
Developing meaningful relationships with
female friends also becomes important here.
Creative inspiration is enhanced as you have a
deeper appreciation for art and beauty, so
spending your days indulging in museums and
galleries can feel magical here. This isn't the
ideal place to venture in order to feel motivated
though, since Venus is all about indulging in
appetites of the body. This includes sensual
pleasure and foods, so be prepared for more
peeled grapes and less drive! On a more
practical level, investing in properties along this
line will reap financial rewards.
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Mercury Line: Intellectualism!

● Cleverness
● Knowledge
● Information
● Communication

This line encompasses all communication,
cleverness, and knowledge! You'll feel more
switched on, curious and quick-witted in these
places and since you feel mentally stimulated,
it's the ideal place for verbal expression.
However, it's not the most stimulating place for
creativity as it’s less feeling-based and more
mentally-based. And, since it's more thinking
than feeling, it's not the best place to go for sex
or romance! However, it is the ideal place to go
for research, teaching, presenting, writing or
pursuing study. If you're looking to do PhD
research or perhaps you have the opportunity
to come here for a conference, I’d say go for
it! Your Mercury line is great for health as well.
If you're a passive, overly calm person, you
might feel mentally overwhelmed here until
you acclimate to the Mercurial energy. This
place puts you in touch with your abilities
and talents, and helps direct you to where you
want to be career-wise.
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INNER-GROWTH DESTINATIONS:

Challenging Places
Instigating Transformation

& Self-growth

I would not recommend the following lines for
an "easygoing" holiday, however there is no
such thing as a bad line per say since these
planets can empower you if you consciously
focus on transcending the challenges presented
to you while staying in these places in order to
grow from them.
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Mars Line: The Warrior
● Assertive
● Dominant
● Masculine
● Go-getting

Combative, easy to anger, hyper-sexual and
aggressive - think of this line as bringing out
your inner warrior, leaving no prisoners! The
feisty Mars line presents opportunities for you to
step out of your shell, become more assertive
and opportunistic, and go for what you want. If
you're generally a meek martyr who allows
others to step all over them, this line helps
empower and liberate you from people-pleasing.
Along this line you feel more determined, driven
and definitely more sexual. This is a masculine
line so women will step into a more dominant,
assertive energy while men will find their
masculinity bolstered so be cautious of violent
tendencies if you're oriented that way! This is a
great place for sports and male- dominated
careers, just remember to balance your
newfound machismo energy with rest!
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Uranus  Line: The Angsty Teenager
● Unruly
● Erratic
● Immature
● Changeable

If you're an o�beat hippie thriving o�
protesting and challenging the status quo, you
might like the energy presented to you along
the notably erratic and tempestuous Uranus
line. If you're an extremist with iconoclastic
views - say, a dogged feminist or an individual
who feels the current way of the world needs
to be overthrown, you will meet others here
like you here who also share your extremist
views. However, most people who value a
feeling of stability, security and permanent life
structures will feel upset, restricted and jarred
at this line. Men fare better here than women,
however be cautious of unexpected events and
meetings with strange people. For a long term
move, mastering this energy provides an
opportunity to discover your feeling of
individuality and eccentric side. A holiday here
is likely to exacerbate issues with technology
and transportation. It will prove to be an
adventurous time if you are mindful to let go
and embrace changeability and chaos.
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Pluto  Line: Embrace the Dark Side
● Rebirth
● Intense
● Isolation
● Shadow-side

Pluto energy is all about intensity, upheaval, and
isolation. So you can gather it's not the place I'd
suggest for you to have a peaceful holiday,
though luckily Pluto's intense energy is usually
only felt after an extended period of time visiting
the line. Mastering Pluto's energy provides an
opportunity to connect with your soul's intention
by working with the shadow aspects of yourself
which may be suppressed - those dark bits
you've not dealt with. If you successfully "sit
with" and process this energy, it can lead to a
powerful transformation in your life. As an
anecdote: I studied for two years in Melbourne,
considered among the top three most liveable
cities in the world. I wanted to love it, I tried to
acclimate and make friends (keeping in mind I'm
an exceptionally connective and friendly person
- I could get a brick wall to speak), however for
the entire two years in Melbourne I felt like an
outcast, very alone, and processing a lot of dark
stu� from my childhood. I believe you can't truly
grow until you face and process the challenges
that are brought up in your life, so a trip or
relocation to this Travel Energetics line may
prove to be the opportunity for growth which you
wouldn't otherwise experience in the safety and
comfort of your own hometown.
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Saturn Line: The Disciplinarian
● Intensity
● Hard work
● Responsibility
● Growth through Discipline

Like the Pluto line, thankfully any intensity
your Saturn line engenders will most likely
only be experienced during a longer stay here.
Your Saturn line is all about growth through
fortitude, obstacles and hardship. Think of the
guy who triumphs the climb up Everest and
only loses a couple fingers to frostbite, but
gains a heck of a lot of inner strength and
resilience through the process. In a longer term
stay on your Saturn line, disappointments,
drudgery, power struggles, loneliness, a lack of
vitality and health decline can all be on the
cards. Fun, right? On the positive side, it can
be a beneficial line to live on during university
study as it promotes focus within a Spartan
environment. However, I'd rather recommend
your Mercury line instead for study as it has
the intellectualism factor without the strife. If
you're planning on a longer stay or relocation
here, I'd recommend focusing on embracing
the sense of purpose and resilience developed
through your hard work and determination.
It's not a piece of cake, but you'll enhance your
self-development upon mastering the
Saturnian energy.
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Neptune Line: Life is but a Dream
● Vagueness
● Confusion
● Dreaminess
● Floaty Vibes

Let’s start with the positive aspects of Neptune.
This line can connect you with your spirituality
and intuition. For those who work in the arts or
spiritual arenas such as dancers, musicians,
painters or psychics - whose work relies on
creativity and sensitivity - can have their gifts
and inspiration greatly improved here. For the
more materially-driven people for whom it’s
important to retain control of themselves or
their environment, Neptune poses a challenge.
This is because Neptune forces people to let go
and question their frame of reality. This line
enhances a wishy-washy vagueness of illusion
and confusion. You may feel ultra-receptive to
those around you, compromising your sense of
self and blurring boundaries. If you have an
addictive personality, be cautious of the desire
to get involved in drugs here as Neptune loves
escapism. If you’re male, during a long-term
stay your Neptune line will see you attracting
female partners who embody chaotic and
unrealistic tendencies. Relationships developed
here are likely to be unsustainable, as
manipulative tendencies in relationships are
brought forth. Health and vitality also decreases
on a Neptune line. If you go with the flow and let
down your guard and ego, you may ultimately
come out stronger after experiencing this line.
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Chiron Line: The Healer

● Places where you’ve had past lives
● Mysticism
● Helping others
● Healing emotional pain

A stay on your Chiron line is like summoning
your inner magical, wounded healer. Living on
this line frames our life purpose around
helping others. Chiron awakens the occult and
mysticism in your life, so living here will
inspire you to get involved in more spiritual
pursuits. Magical and intuitive abilities are
also enhanced on this line. Chiron is not an
"easy" line, and significant hardships must
be faced when spending extended time here.
However, in these places you can make a
significant di�erence in others' lives. You can
also address your own wounds including those
gained from past lives when you learn to sit
with any emotional pain that comes up, which
will help you master the Chiron line’s energy.
However, this line isn't ideal for health and
can exacerbate physical or mental health
issues. An extended stay on this line brings
up opportunities to face issues around low
self-worth and not feeling good enough, so
you can transcend untrue negative core beliefs
you hold about yourself.
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Moon's Nodes: Karma
● Origin
● Destiny
● Partnerships
● Karmic past lives

Your Moon's Nodes represent karma and
fate. Places on this line feel like home,
almost as though you’ve been here before in
a past life. The Moon's Nodes represent areas
of energetic sensitivity, though they're not
actual planets. You are shown your destiny as
future plans which are aligned with your
sense of meaning and purpose are revealed.
These lines also signify partnerships and
highlight the way you relate to people in your
relationships. There is nothing particularly
"lighthearted" about this line!
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Travel Energetics Lines Summary

If you're seeking a light-hearted and easygoing
holiday, I tell people to look in the direction of
their Sun, Jupiter, Mercury or Venus lines. For you,
Christina, I’d personally advise looking at your Sun
and Jupiter lines specifically for happiness. If you're
either a glutton for punishment, or up for the
challenge to do some deep soul searching and
self-development try out a sojourn at your Pluto,
Saturn, Neptune, Uranus, Moon's Nodes or Chiron
lines. If you want to invoke your inner warrior
head to your fiery Mars line. To embrace your
maternal femininity and don't mind a bit of crazy
coming out within you, head to your nurturing but
moody Moon line.

Utilising your Travel Energetics Report as a guide
to coordinate your holiday and relocation plans is
like being given a map of your best chances to be
happy, healthy and even more successful. How
empowering is it to have your door opened up to a
world of possibilities to find yourself!
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Thanks for being part of the Travel Energetics

community. I wish you the best on all of your

amazing adventures to come which I hope your

report can help to guide!

Please get in touch to share your experiences

traveling or relocating to your Travel Energetics

lines!

ChelseaJoyYoga.com

Hello@chelseajoyyoga.com
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